
5. Trim the ‘�nger joint’ decals and apply around the fuselage from the front 
to the back. Note that decals use transparent �lm to achive a realistic, ‘blended’ 
�nish on your model.

6. Apply setting solution. After the decals dry, you can apply kit decals.

2. The fuselage decals may stretch. Use a hobby knife to trim the decals after 
they dry.

3. Cut pieces of the rectangular decal to �t areas not covered by the fuselage 
decals and trim after drying if needed.
4. Apply a decal setting solution and allow to dry overnight.

Decal Instructions

Apply decals to a fuselage that is assembled, �lled, sanded, and painted with a 
coat of gloss white. Trim each decal and allow to soak for 15 minutes in warm 
water before you attempt to remove the decal from the backing paper.

1. Apply the four fuselage decals in the numbering sequence shown on the 
sheet: bottom fuselage decals then top fuselage decals. 
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